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Dead War takes place in the open world of Ark: Survival Evolved. Ark players have been evolving
since the beginning, and now is the time for a clean break. The Dead War is coming, but your clan
will have to quickly prepare if they want to survive. Player versus Environment is a big part of Ark,
and the Dead War puts that focus into sharp relief. The undead have overrun many areas and stand
as the ultimate menace; players will need to carefully plan the best strategy to rid the world of this
threat. Every player is expected to do their part to win the war. With the power of the sun slowing,
electricity is also in short supply. Campfires are extremely valuable; they allow for flammable
materials to be used in an energy generating turbine. Not only that, but they can be lit by the
campfire itself! Survival is also paramount. With each passing day, the ark is emptying out as the
undead further overrun the map. As the tide rises, resources will run out, and survivors must think
ahead. Woodcrafting and scavenging are essential to surviving during the Dead War. Players must
do as much as they can to prepare the ark for the imminent combat. Ark: Survival Evolved is
available on PS4, Xbox One, and PC. If you're new to ARK or haven't played in some time, here's how
to get started: 1. Survival Evolved 2. Save the World 3. The Dead War (coming soon) ___ *NOTICE*
This is an early access game with currently known bugs. There might be content you'd like that isn't
implemented yet. We're constantly working on the game and trying to balance the difficult
conditions players experience in the Dead War. We expect the final version of the game to include
newly implemented features.Morning Star Tour The Morning Star Tour is the 23rd concert tour by the
English alternative rock band Oasis, and the final concert tour of frontman Liam Gallagher.
Background Oasis had announced their final headline tour at the end of May 2015 in London. When
released it was a 45-date tour with smaller shows at a variety of venues, including: The Forum
(Glasgow), O2 Arena (Belfast), Sheffield Arena and Worcester Arena, Birmingham Live, Manchester
Arena, the Manchester Apollo (Manchester), Alexandra Palace (London), and the Roundhouse
(London). The shows were billed as The Last Tour. On

Features Key:
Infiltration 4: The game releases for PC on October 19th 2016, meanwhile Solid Gold could support
UPlay and Steam.
Explore more than 100 levels in campaign mode with 35 challenging mini-games.
Experience intense battles with up to 64 players.
Sniper or battle with different weapons!
Unlock new weapons and special abilities by grinding (autobiography mode)!
More than 50 items and upgrades.
Deathmatch or survival mode with up to 64 players.
Excellent graphics with light and dark
Includes free content.
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